Introduction {#S0001}
============

Mammalian expression systems, particularly Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell lines, have yielded a plethora of safe and efficacious biologics that have substantially contributed to current medical care.^[1](#CIT0001)--[4](#CIT0004)^ Unlike microbial hosts, mammalian systems synthesize biologically active protein therapeutics by imparting proper protein folding and post-translational modifications.^[5](#CIT0005)^ In pursuit of ever-increasing titers to meet high worldwide demand and offset costs of medicines, bioprocess technologies and approaches for cell line and cell culture process development continue to evolve and improve at a steady rate. At the same time, analytical techniques and methods continue to reach higher sensitivities and selectivities, while software analysis tools have become more sophisticated, thereby affording increasingly reliable, accurate and rapid identification of low-level product proteoforms.^[6](#CIT0006)--[8](#CIT0008)^ Over the past decade, sequence variants (SVs), which are subtle, unintended amino acid substitutions found in a particular population (percentage) of secreted protein, have emerged as a pervasive problem in mammalian expression systems at several biopharmaceutical companies,^[9](#CIT0009)^ including Pfizer. The rapid onset of reports about SVs prompted researchers to ask several key questions: 1) are we pushing the productivities of our cell lines and bioreactor processes too far; 2) are we diving too deep into the baseline signals of the analytical data; and 3) have SVs been present the whole time?

Since the late 2000s, modern proteomic techniques have progressively exposed SVs in the primary sequence of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) and other recombinant therapeutic proteins at both high (≥ 1%) and low (\< 1%) levels.^[10](#CIT0010)^ As shown in [Figure 1](#F0001), protein sequencing technologies involved in SV detection, identification, and quantitation with respect to evolving cell line and cell culture process approaches and genetic sequencing technologies have steadily advanced. Whether or not advances in sequencing analytics, evolving cell line and culture process development practices or progressive increases in titers via process intensification have influenced the increased discovery, identification and occurrence of SVs remains unanswered, but healthy debate on potential patient safety and drug efficacy concerns is ongoing and underpins the importance of routine monitoring of these particular species as part of cell line and culture process development and the evolving manufacturing control strategies.^[11](#CIT0011)^ To the best of our knowledge, no clinical effects due to SVs have been observed or reported to date for recombinant therapeutic proteins.10.1080/19420862.2018.1531965-F0001Figure 1.The evolution of protein characterization and proteomic analyses, DNA/RNA sequencing, and cell line and cell culture process approaches. The advances in mass spectrometric sensitivity and selectivity, depicted above, initially brought forward reliable detection of genetic SVs and low-level misincorporations in mammalian therapeutic protein candidates, but more recently, DNA/RNA sequencing technologies have supplanted MS techniques as the go-forward, routine genetic SV detection method at Pfizer due to ease-of-sample preparation, lower costs, and speed. Likewise, amino acid analysis (AAA) was implemented for routine, batch-to-batch monitoring of potential cell culture process-related misincorporations. With these two changes, valuable MS resources could be redeployed more effectively for the final, detailed check of product quality and potential SVs from the commercial-ready cell line and cell culture process (an activity that occurs after final clone nomination and Phase 1 clinical manufacture; see Scheme 1, SV Screen 3a and 3b).10.1080/19420862.2018.1531965-SCH0001

Cell lines and cell culture processes are evaluated for SVs at the start of process and product development. Genetic SVs are discrete amino acid changes in the secreted protein that commonly arise due to different types of single-base mutations such as error-prone DNA repair mechanisms, frame shifting, deletions and rearrangements.^[12](#CIT0012),[13](#CIT0013)^ In-depth studies on genetically-derived SVs are an active area of research,^[14](#CIT0014)--[18](#CIT0018)^ although the root cause of genetic SVs remains to be fully understood. Amino acid misincorporations are another common SV type that can result from non-optimized codon usage, tRNA mischarging or codon-anticodon mispairing.^[19](#CIT0019),[20](#CIT0020)^ However, in practice, assuming codon optimization was performed for the cellular host, misincorporations arise most often due to unbalanced cell culture conditions where depletion of one or more amino acid nutrients occurs, which causes corresponding amino acid substitutions. The extent of misincorporations, in terms of relative abundances and the number of affected, individual sites, usually increases with the degree of nutrient depletion. Supplementation of the depleted amino acid(s) is commonly done to mitigate misincorporations.^[16](#CIT0016),[21](#CIT0021),[22](#CIT0022)^ Identifying and understanding the propensity for both genetic SVs and low-level misincorporations is highly relevant to biopharmaceutical companies and regulatory agencies due to potential adverse effects such as protein misfolding, altered biological function, reduced efficacy, aggregate formation, and unknown immunogenic effects.^[23](#CIT0023)^ Therefore, active screening of cell lines at the clone selection stage and during development of the commercial-ready cell culture production process can be implemented to prevent both genetic and culture process-related SVs.

Here, we describe the evolution of both genetic and analytical SV screening approaches at Pfizer that occurred over the course of \~ 6 years. During this time, both genetic SVs and non-genetic misincorporations were observed and then successfully rectified. We also highlight the substantial advantages conferred when analytical and bioprocess groups work together, and co-own SV analysis and outcomes, especially when mitigation steps are needed. Herein, we work stepwise through our cross-departmental SV detection, identification and quantification experiences, and provide rationale for in-place cross-functional strategies, workflows and action levels for SV-containing cell lines and processes at each drug development stage. This experience drives home the importance of orthogonal SV screening methods and postulates on the future state of SV analytics.

Initial identification of SVs in CHO-derived biopharmaceuticals {#S0002}
===============================================================

Amino acid sequence heterogeneity has long been seen in microbial systems, but was first observed in mammalian cells at Genentech in the early 1990s via trypsin peptide mapping.^[24](#CIT0024)^ Since 2009, especially given the advancements of large-scale, quantitative proteomic techniques and their increased use in process and product development labs, reports of both genetic and culture-process derived SVs in products from both microbial and mammalian systems began appearing from multiple peer biotechnology companies.^[9](#CIT0009)^ At Pfizer, our first experience with SVs involved a recombinant mAb produced in CHO cells, where two high level (\~ 30%) SVs were detected by liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC/MS)-subunit analysis (see [Box 1](#UF0001)). At the time, standard cell line development methods included Sanger sequencing of bulk cDNA from the recombinant cells, which had revealed no SVs. To determine SV sites and levels in the genetic material, cDNA was analyzed by a more sensitive method, extensive clonal sequencing (ECS) (see [Box 2](#UT0001)). The enhanced cDNA sequencing results yielded two SVs that both qualitatively and quantitatively agreed with the LC/MS results. Subsequent team and management discussions determined that by choosing a new cell line (with no detectable SVs after genetic and MS screening), and thereby incurring a short term delay in the project timelines, Pfizer would avoid future clinical and regulatory hurdles. This initial SV event was counted as a highly unusual *anomaly*, especially because SVs in Pfizer products had never been detected before and both genetic SVs were detected at high levels in the same mAb. Several months later, individual genetic SVs were detected and orthogonally confirmed in four more developmental therapeutic proteins from four new cell lines by both LC/MS and ECS (cDNA sequencing) in a synergistic manner.

Formation of a cross-functional SV analysis team to drive change {#S0003}
================================================================

The presence of these new genetic SVs caused elevated concern in late 2011 and a subsequent call for prioritized, thorough sequencing of additional Pfizer developmental therapeutic protein assets. During this expanded sequencing effort, initial SV detection by either the Analytical MS group or Cell Line Development group resulted in back-and-forth communication to ensure that the orthogonal genetic and proteomic confirmation of site localization and relative abundance were in agreement. At the same time, the highly similar results from both groups continued to provide "validation" of the emerging orthogonal SV screening approach and respective methods. Additionally, there was an industry-wide increase in published SV literature and conference reports in the early 2010s that resulted in further pressure to understand SVs and develop control strategies. All of these developments prompted a distinct shift towards heightened SV awareness in the Pfizer Analytical and Bioprocess development organizations and elicited questions such as: 1) What is an acceptable level of SV for internal process development and what are the external regulatory requirements? 2) What factors contribute to or impact SVs? and 3) How and at what point in process and product development can SVs be eliminated or controlled?

Preliminary findings and continued detection of genetic SVs have repeatedly shown excellent correlation between genetic and analytical methods, especially in terms of SV transcript and protein level. The concerted, on-going effort between the Analytical MS and Cell Line Development groups prompted the Pfizer Biotherapeutics leadership team to recommend the formation of a cross-functional, multi-disciplinary group in 2012 from the aforementioned groups, as well as the Culture Process Development group. This new "SV Analysis Team" was to be responsible for implementing industry-leading methodologies and establishing a consolidated roadmap across the bioprocess and analytical groups to afford reliable detection, identification and quantitation of genetic SVs and misincorporations, in addition to confirmatory product quality attribute testing of the protein product. One of the first tasks was to rapidly prioritize the genetic and protein sequencing of remaining developmental Pfizer assets (i.e., the master cell bank and representative final drug substance) within a 6-month period. The team would also be responsible for evaluating new technologies, establishing SV action levels for clone selection and culture process development, and driving the strategic position on SVs in the Biotherapeutics Pharmaceutical Sciences organization, including trending SV data, providing guidance to project teams, educating colleagues, and communicating team activities and progress via periodic internal and external seminars. This "SV Analysis Team" epitomized open and successful communication between departments and illustrated the virtues of hand-in-hand collaborative partnerships across distinct lines. Biopharmaceutical companies typically are set up organizationally such that their bioprocess and analytical groups are separate. A lesson learned here is that the open, effective collaboration between these two groups is necessary to uphold product quality standards and minimize any extensions to project timelines.

Initial SV analysis roadmap {#S0004}
===========================

The SV Analysis Team established an initial SV testing paradigm in 2013 that included two SV screening stages along the Pfizer Cell Line Development roadmap for programs heading to Phase 1 clinical manufacture ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 1a and 1b). Briefly, in the Cell Line Development roadmap, a large number of single-cell derived clones are first screened for titer after transfection. Following multiple stages of scale up, a final subset of top clones (3--6) is selected based on titer, growth, gene copy number, metabolic profiles, and a screen of product quality endpoints: primarily high molecular mass species levels (HMMS; aggregation) and genetic SVs. Research cell banks (RCBs) are generated for these top clones and all generational time points described herein are from the respective cell bank (RCB = generation 0). The SV Analysis Team introduced the first SV testing point in the Cell Line Development roadmap immediately after identification of the top 3--6 clones ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 1a). Here, the top 3--6 clones were subjected to ECS (cDNA sequencing), and the secreted protein from the respective shake flasks was analyzed by LC/MS-subunit analysis. If a genetic SV was detected by both methods at this stage, then the specific cell clone was promptly eliminated from consideration and the other clones were progressed forward.

Stability assessments are performed next in the Cell Line Development roadmap. Here, both genotypic and phenotypic characteristics are examined for the top 3 clones at mid-generational age (50 cumulative generations) to identify lead and backup clones for final clone nomination. The second SV screening point was placed between the mid-generational age stability assessments and final clone nomination to evaluate the 2 L (1 L working volume) bioreactor cultures for possible, newly-formed SVs ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 1b). This second SV testing point included more sensitive techniques (e.g., expanded ECS (EECS; see [Box 2](#UT0001); cDNA sequencing), trypsin LC-MS/MS-peptide mapping (see [Box 2](#UT0001); peptide sequencing)) as the final check prior to clone nomination.

The two stages of SV screening and the combined genetic and proteomic methods provided redundant, orthogonal confirmation of potential genetic SVs, as well as any non-genetic misincorporations (if present). Regarding SV action levels, cell clones were progressed to the final clone nomination stage in the Cell Line Development roadmap if there were no detectable single-base mutations ≥ 2% following EECS (i.e., relative abundance equals number of wells with genetic mutations/288 total wells x 100%) and no detectable genetic or non-genetic SVs in the secreted product \> 0.1% (per site) following LC-MS/MS (i.e., relative abundance equals SV-modified peptide/\[unmodified peptide + SV-modified peptide\] x 100%). With this new level of detection and use of complementary genetic and proteomic methods, both the lead and backup clones were more confidently chosen. SV screening at two points in the Cell Line Development roadmap with orthogonal genetic and proteomic methods was carried out successfully for two years on more than 20 new projects, building valuable institutional experience. Again, any cell clones producing protein products with genetic SVs were eliminated from consideration and not progressed to ensure no future impacts to clinical programs in terms of quality, safety and efficacy. In particular, SV abundance can go higher or lower with additional manufacturing experience (i.e., scale-up activities, process improvements, and manufacturing site changes), introducing possible risk to clinical programs, especially for Phase 3 clinical trials. SVs also can impact regulatory opinion: high-level SVs ultimately may not be acceptable, and low-level SVs likely will require extra batch-release testing/monitoring in quality control labs. The initial success of the routine SV testing roadmap assembled by the cross-functional SV Analysis Team restored confidence in Pfizer's Cell Line Development roadmap and procedures, and in the quality of expressed products with respect to potential SVs.

Addition of product quality assessments at clone selection in cell line development {#S0005}
===================================================================================

During 2014, there was a sharp decline in the detection of genetic mutations, in part due to the new rigorous SV screening methods along the "initial" Cell Line Development roadmap for clone selection and nomination ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 1a and 1b). However, there was an increase in the observation of low-level misincorporations (see [Box 3](#UF0002)) at both screening points during clone selection via LC/MS -- subunit analysis and LC-MS/MS based on improving software analysis tools and our newly acquired SV analysis experience. Fed shake-flask cell cultures commonly showed detectable levels of one or more residual misincorporations globally throughout the protein sequence at \< 0.1% per site. The fed shake-flask format, however, was not considered to be representative of the larger scale (2--250 L) bioreactor runs, where the latter is considered the "gold standard". In particular, for fed shake flasks, the cell culture conditions (e.g., pH, dissolved oxygen) cannot be tightly controlled and the production media and feed are different from that used in the intended clinical manufacturing cell culture process. Essentially, it was unclear if the misincorporations were a valid cell line/culture process effect or induced by the less controlled-nature of fed shake flask cell cultures.

As an example, in 2014 a unique situation occurred where LC/MS-subunit analysis detected higher level misincorporations of a particular type at the 1% level (cumulative, all sites) in both the mAb light and heavy chains for the two top clones (114 and 163) at the fed shake-flask stage. Two additional "top clones" (40 and 70), expressed mAb with the same misincorporations at the 0.1% level (cumulative, all sites), but these clones and clone 114 were deemed medium priority due to lower titers. All clones, however, showed strong growth and viability. The various misincorporation sites determined by LC-MS/MS were not codon specific, indicating that the media likely needed to be supplemented with additional amounts of the depleted amino acid. For the final nominated top clone, 163, an increasing total supplement of the depleted amino acid (production media plus feed) was consistently required at each stage of process scale up from fed shake flask to pilot manufacturing to keep all misincorporations \< 0.1% per site, indicating this particular phenomenon was perhaps more of a phenotypic property of the cell clone. Better detection, minimization and control of misincorporations at the earliest stages of clone selection will ensure that the best clones are selected for process development, especially given that misincorporations can be remedied during cell culture process optimization.

Around the same time (i.e., in 2014), advanced microscale bioreactors (ambr®) were in the process of being implemented in place of the long-standing fed-shake flask analysis for overall more efficient and controlled cell cultures. At that time, implementation of ambr held great promise for enhanced clone screening, product quality assessments, and misincorporation analysis. As an added benefit for process development, ambr vessels used the same production media and feed as larger scale bioreactors. This was important because cell culture process intensification efforts had just started in 2013, where higher cell densities and new, richer production media feeds were introduced to reach higher titers and productivity in future commercial processes, all of which theoretically could increase the risk for misincorporations. Initial protein materials produced from ambr had been demonstrated by the Cell Line Development group to be more representative of protein materials from 2 L and large/commercial-scale bioreactors, in comparison to those from fed shake flasks, based on product quality endpoints from multiple programs.

Along the same lines, the SV Analysis Team also sponsored an ambr study to better understand if misincorporation levels and product quality attributes were comparable between the 15 mL ambr vessels and 2 L (1 L working volume) glass bioreactors (gold standard in this study). Here, three different mAbs, encoded by three specific cell clones, were expressed and cultured in ambr and 2 L bioreactors with the same production media and feed rate; samples were taken on days 6 and 12 (harvest). For all three clones, similar cell growth, viability, and titers were observed. As an example, the low-level Val to Ile misincorporation levels (cumulative, all sites) showed consistent trending via LC-MS/MS, where in the first two clones, the levels remained steady at 0.04% and 0.1%, respectively, for both ambr and the 2 L bioreactor at both time points. In the third clone, there was a consistent increase in Val to Ile misincorporation levels from 0.1% at day 6 to 1%, at day 12 for both ambr and the 2 L bioreactor. In terms of product quality assessments, the experimental N- and C-terminal proteoform levels and individual N-linked glycan levels determined by LC-MS/MS were very similar in the secreted materials from the ambr and 2 L bioreactors at both day 6 and 12. In general, the misincorporation and product quality attribute levels in the ambr samples were highly comparable to the 2 L bioreactor samples. Therefore, both the fed shake flask and 2 L glass bioreactor formats for cell line development clone screening were quickly replaced by the more compact, efficient, effectively controlled ambr system at the clone selection stage.

Thus, because multiple studies demonstrated that ambr produced mAb with product quality profiles representative of larger manufacturing scales, the team decided that the LC/MS-subunit analysis and LC-MS/MS data acquired at the initial clone evaluation stage ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 1a and 1b) should be interrogated for different product quality attributes to better ensure that the intended secreted protein product contained the expected post-translational modifications in the typical proportions. LC/MS-intact mAb analysis, which allows for elucidation of the major and minor product proteoforms of the intact 4-chain mAb, was also added to the initial clone testing stage ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); see new "Intermediate" SV Screen 2a). This third MS-based method allows the evaluation of trisulfide^[25](#CIT0025)^ and glycation levels (after de-N-glycosylation), as well as any other reducible and/or labile protein modifications. As such, any aberrant "molecular profiles" pertaining to, for example, N-glycosylation, N-/C-terminal heterogeneity or trisulfides, could be eliminated prior to clone nomination. Early-on, a few clones were eliminated due to high aglycosylation levels and atypically elevated C-terminal lysine, but in these cases, the respective titers were correspondingly low and elimination was imminent. However, while it is important to take note of unexpected molecular profiles, there is also concern that a top clone with high titer could be potentially eliminated, especially considering that the "molecular profile" could be corrected during cell culture process development. As a pertinent example, particular high-titer cell clones cultured in ambr vessels sometimes secrete mAb with elevated trisulfides, creating a situation where these clones could be mistakenly eliminated from consideration, but, in reality, the culture process parameters in larger bioreactors can be adjusted to appropriately attenuate trisulfides to baseline levels for final drug substance. While top clones are primarily nominated based on high titer, it is current practice at Pfizer (as described above) to also consider the cellular genotypic and phenotypic characteristics of each clone, the SV analysis results, and the quality attribute profile of the secreted product with respect to the projected future success of a particular clone in becoming a commercially viable cell line and cell culture process based on past institutional experiences and remediation efforts.

To conclude, in terms of SV analysis, evaluation of the top 3--6 clones in ambr vessels with a "small-scale" version of the intended clinical manufacturing process substantially reduced the chance of artificial misincorporations observed with fed shake flasks, allowing for potential misincorporations due to phenotypic differences to be clearly detected. Ambr vessels also allow valid product quality assessments via all three MS-based methods and conventional biochemical batch-release assays (i.e., SEC-UV and others).

Enhanced analytical results are essential for development of more robust, commercially ready cell lines and culture processes. At present, the LC/MS-based, bioinformatics-driven, trypsin peptide mapping, multi-attribute method (MAM),^[26](#CIT0026)^ which promotes quality-by-design principles, is poised to transform analytical product quality assessments in the near future. Currently, for routine product quality monitoring, biopharma companies are considering a substantial transition: moving away from the execution of several, conventional profile-based, batch-release assays, where chromatographic peaks often represent mixtures of product proteoforms/attributes, to MAM, a single assay that is capable of simultaneous detection, identification, quantitation, and quality control (monitoring) of individual molecular attributes, including N-linked glycan structures, aglycosylated species, N-/C-terminal proteoform heterogeneity, charge-based proteoforms, polypeptide fragments/oxidation, and SVs (if needed). MAM has the potential to further streamline and advance cell line and culture process development efforts via superior information.

Towards a more streamlined SV screening paradigm in cell line development {#S0006}
=========================================================================

Because large process and product development organizations progress many projects concurrently, timelines are tight and resources are continuously constrained. As such, over a two-year period, the two-week turnaround timeline for the two labor-intensive SV screening methods, EECS and LC-MS/MS, became more and more difficult to meet prior to clone nomination in the initial SV workflow ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 1b) due to competing priorities, even with optimization of all logistics. In addition to the two-week turnaround, both methods demanded a right-first-time approach to ensure robust results and confidence for the final clone nomination meeting. In response, a new "intermediate" SV screening workflow was conceived in 2015 ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 2a and b). The new screening approach was solely based on ambr bioreactors to afford more reliable SV and product quality assessments. Here, the SV Analysis Team decided that EECS would be performed upfront on the top 3--6 clones ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 2a), and run in parallel to mid-generational age stability assessments, providing more time for laboratory work and data analysis. This approach also eliminated duplicate ECS/EECS sequencing efforts, and provided higher sensitivity genetic sequencing at the initial clone screen stage. Likewise, LC-MS/MS also was shifted forward similar to EECS ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 2a), which provided over 4 weeks for a less rushed, more thorough analysis of the top 3--6 clones. Lastly, LC/MS-subunit analysis was maintained to ensure 100% sequence coverage for SV analysis, and to deliver the heightened characterization product quality assessments. And as discussed above, LC/MS-intact mAb analysis was added to orthogonally monitor the overall product proteoform quality profile, including N-glycosylation patterns, aglycosylation, terminal heterogeneity, trisulfides, and glycation. Thus, in [Scheme 1](#SCH0001), the two SV analysis checkpoints, SV Screen 1a and 1b, along the Cell Line Development roadmap, were consolidated into one screening event, SV Screen 2a. However, this time-saving consolidation required a risk assessment to ensure that SVs would not be missed. This assessment resulted in the determination that all 3--6 clones would have to be analyzed upfront at SV Screen 2a ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001)) with both genetic and protein sequencing assays, as opposed to only the lead and back-up clones previously evaluated ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 1b). Over the next two-year period (2015--2017), the "intermediate" SV screen workflow again was shown to effectively ensure that the final nominated cell line was suitable for future clinical manufacturing campaigns and commercial-ready processes, but in a more streamlined manner.

Cell line and culture process commercial readiness {#S0007}
==================================================

When clinical performance for investigational medicines meets and exceeds expectations, project timelines start rapidly accelerating. Having a robust and stable cell line at late-generational age is then critical for development of a manufacturing process for Phase 3 and commercial launch. At Pfizer, a commercial cell line readiness strategy was developed in 2015 to confirm lead cell lines for working cell bank production. This strategy primarily extended the cell line phenotypic and genotypic stability screen for 20 weeks after clone nomination (which occurs at 50 generations) to approximately 100--130 generations. At this late-generational node ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 2b), cell lines are checked again for consistent phenotypic and genotypic properties, as well as genetic SVs using EECS. Orthogonal LC/MS-subunit analysis and LC-MS/MS are used to cross-check the EECS results, and to screen for potential process-related misincorporations. Additionally, the expressed product from these appropriately aged cell lines undergoes detailed product quality assessment with routine biochemical batch-release assays and all three MS-based heightened characterization methods, including LC/MS-intact mAb analysis ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 2b). This establishes a commercial-ready cell line, which, in the end, produces drug substance of the highest quality, efficacy and safety while being SV-free above 0.1%.

Once the commercial-ready cell line is established, then development of the commercial-ready cell culture process commences. Briefly, throughout the cell culture production bioreactor optimization activities, amino acid analysis (AAA) is performed in a time course format (i.e., days-in-culture) on conditioned medium samples from every experimental batch to ensure adequate nutrient levels over the \~ 12-day bioreactor runs. The top two "culture process options" are identified from the optimization studies, and these two batches are tested by a battery of biochemical batch-release assays for product quality (e.g., released N-glycan profile, charge proteoform profile, fragment levels, aggregate levels, biological activity), as well as LC-MS/MS for detection, site-localization, and quantification of potential misincorporations. This extensive product quality dataset allows active investigations to determine the relationships between clones, media, feeding strategies and culture management strategies, as well as nomination of the final commercial-ready cell culture production process (which is a separate bioreactor run with finalized media, feed and parameters that is also checked by AAA and LC-MS/MS for misincorporations, and by the batch-release assays and LC-MS/MS for product quality). Cell culture process development action levels for potential misincorporations in final drug substance have been set at \> 0.1% for individual substituted sites and \> 0.5% for all cumulative sites to better ensure superior product quality. If misincorporations are detected above these action levels, then the overall feeding strategy (feed rate and/or nutrient concentration) is revised to ensure that the concentration of the depleted amino acid is increased to lower misincorporation levels to significantly below the above action levels/developmental targets (see [Box 3](#UF0002) for more information).

Finalized SV screening platform {#S0008}
===============================

While the "intermediate" SV screening paradigm provided valuable information toward nomination of high quality, commercial-ready cell lines, the application of next-generation sequencing (NGS) for both high- and low-level genetic SV detection became much more accessible, time-saving and cost-effective in 2016 (see [Box 2](#UT0001)). The Cell Line Development group developed a Pfizer-specific bioinformatics pipeline for NGS that provided automated data processing and analysis for more sensitive detection of potential genetic SVs as compared to EECS. NGS affords confidence that cell clones do not have genetic-level, single-base point mutations ≥ 0.5%. NGS and LC-MS/MS were run side-by-side successfully for one year using matched clone and protein product sets to ensure that the same genetic SVs and corresponding levels were detected by both techniques. The outcome was both NGS and LC-MS/MS detected the same sites and levels ≥ 0.4% for all tested clones. As a result, a new "finalized" SV screening platform was introduced in 2017 that now included NGS in place of EECS for lower level SV detection in mRNA ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 3a). Additionally, AAA was added to monitor the amino acid nutrients in ambr conditioned medium at specific time points (days-in-culture) for the assessment of misincorporations ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 3a). By positioning NGS and AAA as the primary screening methods for genetic SVs and misincorporation analysis, respectively, LC-MS/MS is only executed to augment NGS for low-level genetic SV confirmation between 0.4% and 1% for high-titer "top clones" of interest ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 3a). Furthermore, LC-MS/MS is used to more comprehensively characterize misincorporations prior to clone nomination if AAA indicates significant depletion of one or more particular amino acid nutrients in ambr (see [Box 3](#UF0002)). Lastly, the high level SV screen (≥ 1%) involving the LC/MS-subunit analysis method was no longer needed for initial clone screens (see [Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 2a) because of the expanded capabilities of NGS in terms of sensitivity and sequence coverage.

Previous experience with the "intermediate" SV screening paradigm ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 2a and 2b) showed that LC/MS-intact mAb analysis, LC-MS-subunit analysis, and LC-MS/MS were capable of detecting atypical or elevated product quality attributes prior to final clone nomination and establishment of the commercial-ready cell line and culture process. While product quality assessments remain very important for achieving a commercial-ready process, performing all three MS-based techniques prior to clone nomination was viewed as less essential after several years of experience because most product quality attributes could be optimized during the commercial-ready cell culture process development stage. Additionally, the extra time and resources that were required for completing two full product quality assessments ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 2a and 2b) was not sustainable long term. As NGS and AAA became formidable frontline techniques for early SV screening with minimal resource requirements ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 3a), all MS-based product quality assessments were shifted to the later cell-line commercial readiness stage ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 3b). At this later stage, essentially, all SV and product quality screening techniques are performed: NGS, AAA, LC-MS/MS, and LC/MS-intact and subunit analyses. These moves further simplified and streamlined the evaluation and detection of SVs at the early clone selection stage, and facilitated a more comprehensive assessment of product quality and potential SVs at the late-generational age stability time point.

Similar SV analysis strategies involving NGS and LC-MS/MS have been shown to work effectively in other companies for cell line and cell culture process screening.^[16](#CIT0016),[27](#CIT0027)^ In general, LC-MS/MS appears to be the principal technique for detecting SVs in many companies, and it is common for researchers to experimentally cross-check particular MS-derived SVs with genetic sequencing methods, as needed, to confirm genetic point mutations. The purposeful incorporation of NGS as a frontline technique in the Pfizer SV screening roadmap ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 3a), instead of MS, similar to Zhang et al.,^[27](#CIT0027)^ has resulted in more efficient and confident detection of genetic SVs by eliminating the cross-checking experiments between MS and genetic methods (which was the mainstay in previous Pfizer SV screening workflows in [Scheme 1](#SCH0001)). The upfront addition of routine AAA represents a unique feature of the Pfizer SV screening roadmap, where further efficiencies were achieved by shifting the resource intensive MS-based SV and product quality analyses to the final check of the commercial ready process. The "finalized" SV workflow in [Scheme 1](#SCH0001) (SV Screen 3a and 3b) uses highly-sensitive, state-of-the-art genetic and protein analytics tools to ensure detection, identification and quantification of potential SVs, while at the same time, affording product quality data and keeping within tight timelines/limited resources to achieve commercial cell line readiness.

Conclusions {#S0009}
===========

As companies race to meet the need for safe and effective protein therapeutics for a plethora of human diseases, paradigms for the development and manufacturing of these biotherapeutics are ever-evolving and must be constantly evaluated and updated to ensure efficient delivery of high quality drugs. In mammalian biologic-producing cell lines and cell culture processes, being able to ensure therapeutic protein sequence integrity, including the sensitive identification of potential SVs within stringent bioprocess development timelines, is of utmost importance. SVs have the potential for multiple "knock-on" product quality, safety and efficacy effects that are unknown and sometimes difficult to control, especially as the manufacturing process is scaled-up, finalized, and transferred to new facilities. If genetic SVs or misincorporations are detected early at the start of process and product development, the best course of action is to proactively choose another high-titer, mutation-free cell clone or optimize the culture process media/feed, respectively. This prevents future clinical and regulatory risk to programs, as well as the implementation of extra batch-release assays in the quality control lab for SV-monitoring during clinical and commercial manufacture.10.1080/19420862.2018.1531965-UF0001 10.1080/19420862.2018.1531965-UF0002

We hope that our experiences with SV analysis are useful to other research and development laboratories and regulatory agencies involved in the development and approval of new therapeutics that are safe and efficacious. Throughout this journey, many lessons were learned -- one in particular was how genuine, collaborative teamwork between Analytical and Bioprocess groups led to the co-ownership of the Pfizer SV analysis strategy and the complete turnaround of a challenging SV situation that emerged in the early 2010s. The SV screening workflows implemented by the Pfizer "SV Analysis Team" ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001)) have substantially reduced the risk of project delays over the past \~ 6 years and continually addressed tight timelines/limited resources. Additionally, the SV team expanded product quality assessments with MS-based heightened characterization during process development, implemented new technologies for SV analysis, and played an important role in the establishment of the new commercial-ready process paradigm. Based on our experience, we strongly recommended the thorough interrogation of potential sequence variation with a streamlined testing roadmap that includes state-of-the-art techniques and coordination of genetic and analytical methodologies to provide highly sensitive SV identification, with stringent developmental action levels in place to not only ensure uniformity, but also confirm quality, across all biologics proceeding toward clinical studies. Drug substance-producing cell lines and culture processes have quality standards regarding SV screening, identification, elimination and control that must be met, and we believe that Pfizer's current SV screening workflow achieves this standard.

**Box 1: Initial Discovery of SVs at Pfizer and Evolution of MS-based Screening**

In late 2010, during routine heightened characterization of a particular early-phase therapeutic antibody, mAb-1 (clone-b), trypsin peptide mapping via high resolution/accurate mass (HR/AM) LC/MS led to the discovery of an abundant Thr to Pro substitution (T304P) in heavy (H) chain (−4 Da change). Subsequent targeted LC-MS/MS analysis pinpointed the SV to T304P in the Fc region. Also in late 2010, a new cutting-edge HR/AM LC/MS-subunit analysis method (see [Box 2](#UT0001)) was introduced^[28](#CIT0028)^ that used the immunoglobulin G-degrading enzyme of *Streptococcus pyogenes* (IdeS) and disulfide bond reduction to "break-up" mAbs into three \~ 25 kDa polypeptides: light (L) chain and two H chain domains, Fd' (variable, CH1 and hinge regions) and the single-chain Fc (scFc; CH2 and CH3 regions). Leveraging the enhanced chromatographic resolution of the H chain domains, mAb-1 (clones a and b) was analyzed with this "new" LC/MS--subunit analysis method. In addition to UV peaks representing L chain, Fd' and scFc, two unanticipated, high-level, baseline-resolved peaks were revealed in the UV chromatogram of clone-b as compared to clone-a for mAb-1. While one "unexpected" peak represented the previously elucidated scFc T304P SV, the other "unexpected" peak strongly suggested the presence of a second SV in mAb-1 (clone-b) based on the experimental accurate mass difference, + 15.9915 Da, relative to unmodified Fd'. Upon retrospective analysis of all existing trypsin peptide mapping accurate mass and sequencing data, a second SV, F151Y, was indeed confirmed (i.e., theoretical mass difference for a Phe to Tyr substitution is + 15.9949 Da due to 1 oxygen addition), superseding the original peak assignment of an oxidized H chain tryptic peptide from the CH1 domain. The exquisite chromatographic separation, accurate mass determinations, and highly sensitive nature of the new cutting-edge IdeS LC/MS-subunit analysis method, combined with 100% sequence coverage for each mAb subunit/domain (in contrast to peptide mapping which is often ≤ 100%), straightaway solidified use of this heightened characterization approach for rapid, first-line SV screening for 6+ years. With LC/MS-subunit analysis, SVs have appeared as split peaks/peak shoulders (i.e., T363N detected in mAb-2 clone-a), and as new baseline-resolved peaks either in the chromatogram (i.e., T253I detected in mAb-3 at 0.2% for both clones) or in the mass spectrum (i.e., R to K misincorporations detected in mAb-4 batch-b only), affording reliable, visual identification of high-level SVs ≥ 1% (and sometimes lower for chromatographically resolved species). At present-day, more dependable, semi-automated bioinformatics software for SV analysis via trypsin LC-MS/MS-peptide mapping has emerged, along with significant advancements in LC-MS/MS instrumentation, thereby opening up a new mainstream approach for more sensitive and efficient interrogation of both high and low-level SVs with a reportable limit of \> 0.1%. While the strong reliance for LC/MS-subunit analysis in SV analysis workflows has diminished, LC/MS-subunit analysis is still used at the cell line suitability/commercial readiness evaluation stage as a final check of product quality attributes ([Scheme 1](#SCH0001); SV Screen 3b). LC/MS-subunit analysis will always be that reliable, visual method for spotting any new species potentially missed by trypsin LC-MS/MS-peptide mapping given the inherent 100% sequence coverage. 10.1080/19420862.2018.1531965-UT0001 Genetic SequencingProduct Characterization (Active Substance)MethodECSEECSNGSLC-MS/MS-peptide mappingLC/MS-subunit analysisMoleculeDNA/RNADNA/RNARNASecreted ProteinSecreted ProteinReportable limit≥ 5%≥ 2%≥ 0.5%\> 0.1%≥ 1%Sensitivity≥ 5%≥ 2%≥ 0.5%\> 0.001%\> 0.1%Sequence Coverage100%100%100%\> 80%\*100%Hands-On Time16 hr30 hr1 hr3 hr sample prep2 hr sample prepRun TimeOutsourcedOutsourcedOutsourced3 hr/sample/run1 hr/sample/runLab Prep ExpertiseLowLowLowLowLowTechnical ExpertiseMediumMediumHighHighHighTurn-around Time2 weeks2 weeks4 weeks1--3 weeks for 2--6 samples1 week for 3--6 samplesFinancial Consideration\$3k/clone\$9k/clone\$3k/cloneIn-house FTEs, instruments (≥\$500k), software (≥\$130k)In-house FTEs, instruments (\$500k)[^2]

**Box 2: Comparison of Genetic and Protein Characterization Methods for SV Detection**

When the identification of genetic SVs became a pattern rather than an anomaly, the Pfizer cross-functional SV team assembled an orthogonal screening strategy involving both genetic and proteomic sequencing methods to eliminate clones that contained mutations to prevent amino acid substitutions in the therapeutic product. The embedded table compares and contrasts the techniques applied for genetic SV analysis. The initial Pfizer method for detecting genetic mutations was extensive clonal sequencing (ECS). This was a PCR-based assay where the gene of interest was amplified from either genomic DNA or cDNA. The resulting PCR product was sub-cloned into the pBluescript vector and then transformed into E.*coli*. Ninety-six colonies were mini-prepped for every gene of interest and sent for double stranded Sanger sequencing. This initial method had a genetic SV detection sensitivity of ≥ 5% with a 95% confidence interval (CI). ECS was then further enhanced to expanded, extensive clonal sequencing (EECS) by tripling the amount of colonies to 288. EECS provided higher sensitivity for genetic SV detection: ≥ 2% with the same CI, which provided higher confidence and better coverage. ECS and EECS also enabled high-throughput analysis of individual PCR products, rather than the bulk PCR product. Next-generation sequencing (NGS), specifically the Illumina RNAseq format, recently emerged as a more sensitive genetic sequencing technique for SV analysis as compared to EECS, lowering the detection limit to ≥ 0.5% with 100% sequence coverage. Additionally, NGS has reduced hands-on lab time to 1 hr and significantly reduced outsourcing costs among the genetic sequencing methods. In the early days, LC-MS-subunit analysis was the primary technique used for screening genetic SVs in secreted proteins due to high sample throughput and simplicity of the chromatographic and mass spectral data for visually identifying SVs *de novo*. LC-MS/MS-peptide mapping also was implemented on research-grade quadrupole time-of-flight and orbitrap mass spectrometers for in-depth SV analysis, with the latter mass analyzer attaining ultimate SV detection sensitivity of \> 0.001% ^[20](#CIT0020)^. For many years, both LC/MS-subunit analysis and LC-MS/MS-peptide mapping served as forefront techniques that ensured sensitive detection of genetic SVs in the secreted products with 100% sequence coverage. Even with the advent of SV bioinformatics, LC-MS/MS still requires an expert mass spectrometrist to comb through the mass spectral data from 2--6 cell line clone samples full-time for 1--3 weeks. Recently, NGS was unanimously implemented at Pfizer for frontline genetic SV screening because the high sensitivity and quality standards (100% sequence coverage) were upheld similar to LC/MS-subunit analysis and LC-MS/MS-peptide mapping, and the hands-on time in the lab was minimized compared to ECS and EECS.

**Box 3: Minimizing Misincorporations Through Active Screening and Process Optimization**

In addition to SVs from genetic mutations, misincorporation events represent another source of potential, low-level sequence variation in recombinant proteins. Misincorporations are non-genetic SVs comprising one or more amino acid substitutions that occur at numerous sites along the entire polypeptide chain, which creates additional product heterogeneity. Misincorporations originate from translational errors during protein synthesis^[19](#CIT0019)^, including tRNA mischarging (triggered by depletion of amino acid nutrients) and codon-anticodon mispairing (leading cause of amino acid substitutions at \< 0.1% in the biological noise^[20](#CIT0020)^). *E. coli* expression systems are notorious for imparting low-level norleucine misincorporations in recombinant proteins^[29](#CIT0029)^, however, in the late 2000s, due to sensitivity advances in HR/AM mass spectrometers, misincorporations were reported for the first time in Chinese Hamster Ovary cell expression systems, in contradiction of the extensive ribosomal proof-reading machinery that was thought to prevent translational errors in mammalian cells^[30](#CIT0030),[31](#CIT0031)^. In practical terms, the effects of misincorporations on structure-function, safety and efficacy are very difficult to assess because these amino acid substitutions are typically found at low levels (\< 1%) and they create a heterogeneous mixture of trace-level, partially-modified primary sequence proteoforms. Moreover, it is very difficult to remove the population of misincorporated proteoforms from the therapeutic product in the downstream purification process. Consequently, as a best practice, misincorporations are analytically monitored, and then minimized and controlled in the upstream cell culture process, as required.

The Pfizer cross-functional SV team was focused initially on reliably detecting genetic SVs and eliminating these respective clones from further consideration. However, in 2013, SV analysis of the Pfizer biotherapeutics portfolio for genetic mutations also revealed that a few products contained low-level misincorporations. In the years to follow, more misincorporation events were detected by LC/MS-subunit analysis and/or LC-MS/MS-peptide mapping at low-levels between 0.01 and 1% for new products manufactured with the standard platform upstream and downstream processes, as well as during development of intensified, high-yield commercial-ready manufacturing processes. This led to the SV team establishing process development targets (or action levels) to ensure that misincorporations are minimized/controlled in the final drug substance: no single misincorporation at an individual site is \> 0.1% and the cumulative misincorporation sites are not \> 0.5%, thereby guaranteeing that misincorporations remain below the 1--2% regulatory threshold (given normal process variation), where quality, safety and efficacy concerns can escalate. As a case study, in the development of the commercial-ready process for a particular mAb, Batches A and B were found to contain cumulative Val to Ile misincorporations at \> 0.5% with a few individual sites at \> 0.1% (see embedded table). The daily amino acid nutrient feed rate was increased for Batches C (analyzed twice), D and E, which increased Val delivery by 1.6X and lowered the site and cumulative misincorporation levels to below the developmental action levels. However, both the site and cumulative levels were teetering just below acceptable levels, which were viewed as a risk for clinical manufacture. For Batch F, the daily Val delivery was increased to 3X by both increasing the concentration of Val in the nutrient feed and maintaining the increased feed rate, which lowered Val misincorporations to negligible levels, dramatically improving product quality and consistency. Using amino acid analysis (AAA), the concentration of Val is seen to increase from a limiting state (Batches A-E) to a non-limiting state for Batch F (see embedded graph showing Val concentration vs. days-in-culture). At present, the majority of misincorporations that exceed the established action levels are linked to depleted amino acid nutrients. Thus, misincorporations now are monitored routinely in every batch produced throughout clone selection, commercial-ready process development, pilot and clinical manufacture via AAA by sampling conditioned media in a time-course (days-in-culture) format. LC-MS/MS is then used as a final check for misincorporations just prior to locking-the-process for clinical manufacture, or on-demand if AAA indicates the possible presence of misincorporations based on the set of predetermined, lower limit, empirical concentrations for all 20 (or detectable) amino acid nutrients.
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[^1]: This article has been republished with minor changes. These changes do not impact the academic content of the article.

[^2]: \*Lower % sequence coverage results from lack of polypeptide binding to the chromatographic column, unfavorable precursor ion selection statistics, and poor fragmentation efficiency for larger polypeptides (via collision-induced dissociation). Higher-energy collisional dissociation (HCD) and electron-transfer dissociation (ETD) help to increase sequence coverage to \> 90%, in addition to de-N-glycosylation of glycopeptides, however, additional, follow-on/targeted LC-MS/MS analyses can be required. Orthogonal LC/MS-subunit analysis inherently has 100% sequence coverage for each subunit/domain and essentially helps ensure that there is no high-level genetic SVs ≥ 1% in the secreted product.
